
"The da Vinci" by Picasso Homes, where contemporary meets mountain design. Situated on an acreage lot,
this contemporary custom design is the perfect home for anyone looking to upgrade their home life. With the
turnkey design and sustainable lifestyle community in Fox Hill, "The da Vinci" has so much to offer. 

With a statement covered entry, "The da Vinci" welcomes homeowners to the open-concept Great Room,
which is completed with extravagant sliding doors for ample amounts of natural lighting and a beautiful
fireplace feature. The Kitchen, which has an expansive island, stunning selections for counters and cabinetry,
and plenty of preparation space, this is the perfect space for entertainers and large family gatherings. Tucked
behind the elegant fireplace, the Primary Suite is a spacious area for the homeowners to relax and live
comfortably, with French Doors that provide access to the expansive deck that overlooks the Rocky
Mountains. The Primary Suite is complete with a 5-piece spa bathroom, a stunning walk-closet with a folding
table, and access to the private Rooftop Deck. Completing the Main Floor of "The da Vinci" is the Guest en-
suite or Study, Mudroom and Laundry Room, and the expansive 3-car garage. 

Entering the Lower Level of "The da Vinci", the homeowners are greeted by an expansive Recreation Room,
which includes a beautifully finished full Wet Bar and a fireplace. The Recreation Room allows for
homeowners to host large parties or for family movie nights! On top of the Recreation Room providing a
variety of ways to use the space, the Lower Level of "The da Vinci" has a dedicated Wine Storage, 3
additional bedrooms, a finished Storage Space, and dedicated Exercise Room. Providing homeowners with
everything they may need. With 1G of fiberoptic technology pre-wired in, a farm-to-table lifestyle, and a
large sense of community, "The da Vinci" is awaiting it's homeowner!
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THE DA VINCI
BY PICASSO HOMES

5 BED, 6 BATH // 4,568 FINISHED SQFT
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